Expression mapping using a retroviral vector for CD8+ T cell epitopes: definition of a Mycobacterium tuberculosis peptide presented by H2-Dd.
Identification of CD8+ T cell epitopes is important because detection of specific CD8+ T cells after infection or immunization requires prior knowledge of epitope specificity. Furthermore, identification of CD8+ T cell epitopes permits the development of specific preventive and therapeutic approaches to both infections and tumors. Thus far, CD8+ T cell epitopes have been identified either using an overlapping peptide library covering an entire protein, or using algorithms designed to identify likely peptides that bind to major histocompatibility complex (MHC) class I molecules. The synthesis of overlapping peptides can be prohibitively expensive, and the algorithm programs used to predict CD8+ T cell epitopes are not always accurate. Here we describe a retroviral expression system that specifically allows longer polypeptides and shorter peptides to be expressed in the cytoplasm, and thereby to be processed onto class I MHC molecules. T cells from mice that were immunized with a DNA vaccine encoding MPT-51 were probed against MHC-compatible cell lines retrovirally transduced with overlapping gene fragments encoding 120-140 amino acids of the MPT-51 molecule. After further testing of shorter peptide sequences, we identified a CD8+ T cell epitope using cell lines expressing a relatively small number of algorithm-predicted candidate epitopes. We found that one of the requirements for cell surface display of the 20-mer peptide was the need for cotranslational ubiquitination. The restriction molecule was identified as Dd following transduction with MHC class I genes followed by transduction with the oligonucleotide encoding the epitope. The retroviral expression system described here is cost-effective, particularly if the target molecule is large, and could be adapted to identifying T cell epitopes recognized in infectious disease and against tumor cell antigens.